Unit 33
Directions: Complete the puzzle. Write the word from this unit that fits each Across and Down clue.

Across
3. Try not to _____ about people.
7. You can settle the dispute if you _____.
9. The lab will ____ the blood sample.
12. Close your eyes and ____ the scene.
16. We must ____ a plan that will work.
17. My store will ____ in rare glass.
18. That comic can ____ a joke on the spot.
19. The town will ____ swimming in the pond.
20. Winter ____ is on sale in the spring.

Down
1. I ____ my cooking skills in the kitchen.
2. Will I have to recite the poem I ____?
4. Just ____ the most important points.
5. Did you ____ the list of names?
6. Always ____ proper nouns.
8. Heavy snow can ____ a city.
10. Did the principal ____ your absence?
11. Will they ____ the team for bad behavior?
13. Use boiling water to ____ the bottle.
14. Enemies often ____ one another.
15. The voices of the two singers ____ well.